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Abstract 

Objectives:  

The aim of this work is to investigate the accuracy limits of automated detection of congestive heart 

failure (CHF) from short-term heart rate variability (HRV) series. Short-term HRV analysis uses 5-

minute segments from HRV recordings to diagnose a disorder. This work proposes a hybrid feature 

selection procedure aimed at finding highly accurate models containing only a few highly informative 

features, which enables physiological interpretation of the features relevant for the model.   

Materials and methods:  

Short-term HRV segments are analyzed for CHF diagnosis. Subjects' records from four public 

PhysioNet databases are considered (66 healthy subjects and 42 CHF subjects). The problem is 

approached from a machine learning perspective, by extracting 111 linear time domain, frequency 

domain, time-frequency, nonlinear and symbolic dynamics HRV features. A multistage hybrid feature 

selection method is proposed that eventually eliminates most features. The method uses a symmetrical 

uncertainty filter, Naive Bayes wrapper with best first search, and final greedy iterative feature 

elimination. For classification purposes, we use rotation forest (RTF), radial based support vector 

machines (SVM), random forest (RF), multilayer perceptron artificial neural network, and k-nearest 

neighbors’ classifiers in order to evaluate the feature sets at each step of the process and to obtain as 

accurate model as possible. Leave-one-subject-out cross-validation evaluation method was used, with 

two variants: subject-level (coarse-grained) and feature vector-level (fine-grained).  

Results: 

The results show that the feature selection method is capable of either improving or retaining the 

classification accuracy of the full feature set (RTF: subject-level ACC = 88.9%, feature vector-level 

ACC = 85.6%; SVM: subject-level ACC = 89.8%, feature vector-level ACC = 83.5%; RF: subject-

level ACC = 87.0%, feature vector-level ACC = 85.5%), while greatly reducing the number of 

included features, to only four HRV features for RTF and RF, and only two HRV features for SVM. 
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The resulting best models for subject-level classification achieved are: RTF: ACC = 90.7%, SENS = 

78.6%, SPEC = 98.6%, obtained with features: LF/HF ratio, maximum alphabet entropy, alphabet 

entropy variance, and HaarWaveletSD (scale = 8); SVM: ACC = 88.0%, SENS = 78.6%, SPEC = 

93.9%, obtained with features: LF/HF ratio and Rate_U; RF: ACC = 90.7%, SENS = 78.6%, SPEC = 

98.6%, obtained with features: LF/HF ratio, maximum alphabet entropy, Rate_U, and Rate_B. Other 

classifiers provided similar, but somewhat lower results. A comparison of the procedure with the 

results of individual filter, wrapper, and simple hybrid approaches is provided, which demonstrates the 

efficiency of the proposed procedure.  

Conclusions: 

The results suggest that the method can achieve accurate generalizable models for automated diagnosis 

of CHF from short-term HRV segments in subjects with very few informative features. The choice of 

the best features and the classification results are similar between the three best classifiers, so the use 

of any of them with the proposed method is recommended. Nonlinear and symbolic dynamics features 

are shown to have an important role in the resulting models. The presented methodology may be 

useful for first-hand screening for CHF as well as for similar diagnostic or automated detection 

problems in biomedicine. 
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feature selection; feature extraction; heart rate variability; congestive heart failure; classification, 
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1  Introduction 

Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis measures fluctuations in the lengths of a temporal sequence of 

cardiac interbeat (RR) intervals. It is used to describe the condition of healthy subjects and patients 

with various disorders of cardiovascular or other origin, such as myocardial infarction, stable coronary 

heart disease, congestive heart failure, cardiac arrhythmia, cardiomyopathy, diabetes, renal failure, etc. 

[1, 2, 11, 35, 36, 65, 69, 74]. HRV time series is traditionally recorded by digital processing of surface 

electrocardiograms (ECG), mostly from Holter devices [65, 70].  Other techniques are sometimes used 

for better patient comfort and for fast screening, such as photoplethysmogram [55], impedance 

plethysmography [73], ballistocardiogram [68], among others. 

Disorder modeling using HRV analysis usually includes feature extraction. There are several possible 

categorizations of physiological time series variability features [1, 70]. HRV analysis traditionally 

considers linear time domain and frequency domain features to quantify changes in the autonomic 

nervous system [70]. The influence of some of the time-frequency and nonlinear features was 

demonstrated in recent literature, especially as a part of feature combinations in HRV-based models of 

specific disorders [2, 12, 26, 29, 65]. Sassi et al. [65] concluded that, in many instances, nonlinear 

features seem to provide different information from the traditional features about the complexity of the 

physiological underlying mechanisms of HRV, which constitutes an important step for the future 

studies. Faust et al. [12] have shown that spatial filling index and Renyi’s entropy of time-frequency 

distribution were efficient in classification of 8 types of cardiac conditions. Aktaruzzaman et al. [2] 

have successfully used sample entropy features to improve the accuracy of linear features in sleep 

stages classification based on HRV. Wang et al. [75] have demonstrated that Poincaré plot nonlinear 

features and sample entropy are among the best features that show significant difference between 

healthy subjects and CHF patients groups. Our own previous research indicated that common 

nonlinear measures improve the results of automatic classification of cardiac disorders in comparison 

with standard linear time and frequency measures [28, 29, 33]. The use of nonlinear features 

SD1/SD2, Fano factor and Allan factor improved the classification accuracy of linear feature 
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combination consisting of 13 time and frequency domain features by 2% on the difficult problem of 

differentiating between 9 types of heart rhythms [29]. In a second study, we found that adding 10 best 

ranked alphabet entropy features to a linear feature combination consisting of 10 time and frequency 

features improved mean sensitivity of six types of arrhythmia classification by about 2% [33]. These 

results support the use of nonlinear measures in feature combinations for cardiac disorder 

classification. 

Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a serious medical condition of the heart with high prevalence and 

progressive worsening. The prognosis for a diagnosed CHF patient depends on a number of 

contributing demographic factors and co-morbidities [61]. It is very important that the disease is 

diagnosed early so that an appropriate treatment, usually with a combination of medications can be 

started as soon as possible [17, 73]. Although arriving at certain diagnosis for CHF is an elaborate 

process involving detailed signs and symptoms evaluation, echocardiography and natriuretic peptides 

measurement [72], there have been many attempts described in literature to automatically diagnose 

CHF using HRV features alone [28, 40, 45, 53, 67, 71, 78]. The application of HRV analysis in 

clinical practice has, however, remained limited [59].  

Using HRV, CHF diagnosis is traditionally considered using long-term (usually 24h) recordings, the 

analysis of which could lead to accurate results [40, 44, 45, 46, 67, 71]. Nevertheless, automated 

diagnosis from long-term recordings may have limited applicability in practice. The approach 

supposes that the patient was continuously monitored for 24h, usually with Holter ECG monitoring 

device or in a hospital setting. Recent research considers using short-term (5-minute) HRV analysis 

for detection of CHF. The basis for such a reasoning stems from several important studies. Perkiömäki 

et al. [57] showed that both traditional linear and nonlinear features measured on long- and short-term 

scales compare relatively good with respect to Pearson's correlation coefficient (r = 0.56 on average 

for healthy subjects at rest). Maestri et al. [42] showed that some of the short-term HRV temporal 

scale variables have independent prognostic power for cardiac death and urgent transplantation 

outcomes in CHF. Also, detrended fluctuation analysis factor for short-term HRV, DFA 1, was found 
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to be significant as an independent prognostic marker of sudden cardiac death [24] and ventricular 

tachyarrhythmias [58]. Therefore, although CHF diagnosis from continuous long-term recordings may 

be more accurate, the focus of research has recently switched to low-cost, non-invasive, and portable 

classification methods that are based on short-term HRV analysis and thus may provide early 

screening for the disorder [18, 26, 40, 53, 55].  

The aim of this work is to investigate the accuracy limits of models for automated diagnosis of CHF 

from short-term (5-minute) HRV segments. Accurate models for discerning CHF from healthy state 

based on short-term HRV could be clinically relevant, because such a method could lead to earlier 

administration of patients to hospitals, earlier treatment, and prevention of early death resulting from 

CHF. However, our current study does not consider early detection of CHF with all the clinical 

implications, but rather focuses on automated detection of CHF from short-term HRV segments only. 

In order to obtain the best predictive model, we approach the problem from a machine learning 

prospective. First, a large number of traditional linear (time and frequency) and recent nonlinear 

features from subjects' records from several public databases [16] are obtained. Next, several feature 

selection approaches are considered, which eventually eliminate features that are irrelevant or 

redundant in achieving the optimal model for CHF detection. The best feature selection approach, a 

hybrid one, is proposed. Unlike other simpler feature selection approaches used in literature [7, 26, 27, 

50, 79] that reduce the feature set size only moderately, the complex hybrid feature selection used in 

this work succeeds in obtaining a very small set of highly informative HRV features, which allows us 

to discuss about the physiological interpretation of the features that consitute the best models. The 

proposed feature selection method is comprehensive, while retaining reasonable computational 

efficiency when compared to exhaustive search. By employing leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, 

the models are built using several classification algorithms: rotation forest [64], support vector 

machines [60], random forest [6], multilayer perceptron [21], and k-nearest neighbors [48] in order to 

ensure high accuracy.  
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2  Materials and methods 

2.1  Dataset 

In this work, we use records from four PhysioNet databases [16], as shown in Table 1. Two databases 

contain records from healthy subjects with mostly normal heart rhythm (NSR) and two databases from  

 

Table 1  The PhysioNet databases used in the study 

Database name / short Type 
Sampling 

frequency, Hz 
Records 

Records 

used 

Omitted 

records 

Segments 

used 

Normal sinus rhythm RR 

interval database / NSR1 
NSR 128 54 49 

nsr032, nsr033, nsr039, 

nsr043, nsr045 
1793 

MIT-BIH Normal sinus 

rhythm database / NSR2 
NSR 128 18 17 19088 713 

Congestive heart failure 

RR interval database / CHF1 
CHF 128 29 27 chf 205, chf 207 886 

BIDMC Congestive heart 

failure database / CHF2 
CHF 250 15 15 - 690 

 

 

congestive heart failure (CHF) patients. All the records in the databases were annotated with R-peaks' 

occurrence times and beat types, which was performed either with automated analysis only (NSR2 and 

CHF2 databases) or with automated analysis and manual corrections from experts (NSR1 and CHF1). 

In this work, we assume that the given R-peak times are correct and do not propose any specific R-

peak detection algorithm.  

NSR1 database includes beat annotation files for 54 long-term ECG recordings of subjects in normal 

sinus rhythm (30 men, aged 28.5 to 76 (mean 67.0)) and 24 women, aged 58 to 73 (mean 65.0)). 

NSR2 database includes 18 long-term ECG recordings from patients with no significant arrhythmias 

(5 men, aged 26 to 45 (mean 35.8) and 13 women, aged 20 to 50 (mean 33.8)). CHF1 database 

includes beat annotation files for 29 long-term ECG recordings of subjects aged 34 to 79 (mean 55.3), 

with congestive heart failure (NYHA classes I, II, and III). Subjects included 8 men and 2 women; 

gender is not known for the remaining 19 subjects. CHF2 database includes long-term ECG recordings 

from 15 subjects (11 men, aged 22 to 71 (mean 54.7), 4 women, aged 54 to 63 (mean 59.3)) with 
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severe congestive heart failure (NYHA class III–IV). The subjects’ diversity in the analyzed databases 

contributes to a broader capacity for detecting CHF from HRV signal in general population than most 

of the related work [26, 40, 50, 53]. 

First 120 minutes of each record is considered in the analysis, with a 50% overlap between the (short-

term) 5-minute segments. Some records were omitted prior to the analysis as a result of detailed 

manual inspection. The records omitted from NSR1 and CHF1 databases had less than 10 valid (no 

recording pauses longer than 3 s, no large number of arrhythmic beats or recording artifacts) 5-minute 

segments (out of 47 possible segments). A record from NSR2 was omitted, because of unreliable 

detection of R-peaks. The records from CHF1 and CHF2 databases were from CHF patients having 

mostly normal heart rhythm with occasional ectopic beats.  

All segments in the first 120 minutes of each record with less than 90% of normal beats were 

disregarded. The ectopic beats (mostly premature ventricular or atrial contraction) in the remaining 

segments were interpolated using linear interpolation, which is a recommended way for removing 

occasional ectopic beats [54]. The final dataset consisted of 4082 segments from 108 subjects. There 

were 2506 segments from 66 healthy subjects with NSR and 1576 segments from 42 subjects with 

CHF.  

 

2.2  Features 

Standard time domain and frequency domain features for short-term HRV were extracted from 5-

minute segments, as suggested by HRV guidelines [65, 70], Table 2. We added the linear time domain 

pNN20 feature due to inconclusive discussion about whether pNN50 or pNN20 should be used for 

HRV analysis [25]. The nonlinear features mentioned as promising in the recent HRV guidelines [65]:  

 (1/f power law exponent), fractal (Hausdorff) dimension D, correlation dimension D2, Hurst 

exponent, the largest Lyapunov exponent, deceleration/acceleration capacity, and heart rate turbulence 

features (e.g. onset and slope) were not considered in this work because they require a large number of 

RR intervals for accurate estimation (24h records or more) [5, 24, 59, 65].  
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Table 2  HRV features used in the study 

Category Feature Description 
No. of 

features 
Reference 

Linear, 

time- 

domain, 

statistical or 

geometric 

features 

AVNN Average of all NN intervals 1 [65] 

SDNN Standard deviation of all NN intervals 1 [65] 

RMSSD  

The square root of the mean of the sum of the 

squares of differences between adjacent NN 

intervals 

1 [65] 

pNN50 
Percentage of the number of pairs of adjacent NN 

intervals differing by more than 50 ms 
1 [65] 

pNN20 
Percentage of the number of pairs of adjacent NN 

intervals differing by more than 20 ms 
1 [25] 

SDSD 
Standard deviation of differences between 

adjacent NN intervals 
1 [65] 

HRV_TI 

Total number of all NN intervals divided by the 

height of the histogram of all NN intervals 

measured on a discrete scale with bins of 1/128 s 

1 [65] 

TINN 

Baseline width of the minimum square difference 

triangular interpolation of the highest peak of the 

histogram of all NN intervals 

1 [65] 

CVrr Coefficient of variation of RR intervals 1 [51] 

Frequency-

domain* 

Total PWR Spectral power in the range f  0.4 Hz 1 [65] 

VLF Spectral power in VLF range (f  0.04 Hz) 1 [65] 

LF Spectral power in LF range (0.04  f 0.15 Hz) 1 [65] 

HF Spectral power in HF range (0.15  f  0.4 Hz) 1 [65] 

LF/HF Ratio LF / HF 1 [65] 

SpectEn Spectral Shannon's entropy 1 [3] 

Time-

frequency 
HaarWavSD 

Standard deviation of Haar 's wavelet for three 

scales (sc3, sc4, sc8) 
3 [71] 

Nonlinear, 

phase space 

SD1/SD2 Poincare plot standard deviations ratio 1 [65] 

SFI Spatial filling index, d = 2, bins = 5 1 [28] 

CTM Central tendency measure 1 [10] 

STA1, STA2 Sequential trend analysis 2 [3] 

REC, LMean, DET, 

RecShEn, Lam  

Recurrence plot features, 

d = 2, lag = 1 
5 [1] 

Nonlinear, 

fractal 
DFA 1, DFA 2 

Detrended fluctuation analysis short-term (<=11 

beats) and mid-term (>11 beats) complexity 
2 [65] 

Nonlinear, 

entropy 

CCE Corrected conditional Shannon's entropy, bins = 5 1 [62] 

RenyiEn Renyi's entropy, order = 3 1 [76] 

SampEn1 - SampEn4, 

MaxSampEn 

Sample entropy, SampEn1 - SampEn4: r = { 0.1, 

0.15, 0.2, 0.25} , MaxSampEn: r = {0.01 - 0.5 , 

step = 0.01},  m = 2 

5 [63] 

FuzzyApEn1 - 

FuzzyApEn4,  

MaxFuzzyApEn 

Fuzzy approximate entropy, FuzzyApEn1 - 

FuzzyApEn4: r = { 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25} , 

MaxFuzzyApEn: r = {0.01 - 0.5 , step = 0.01},  

m = 2 

5 [77] 

MultiSampEn, scales 

= 2..10 
Multiscale sample entropy, scales = 2..10 9 [22] 

Nonlinear, 

other 

LZComp Lempel-Ziv complexity 1 [81] 

MultiAIMean, 

MultiAIStDev 

Multiscale asymmetry index mean and standard 

deviation, scale = 10 
2 [9] 

Allan factor Allan factor, scale = 10 1 [29] 

Symbolic 

dynamics 

AlphEnAver, 

MaxAlphEn, 

AlphEnVar, Rate_A - 

Rate_AA, 

Alphabet entropy average, maximum, and 

variance; rate of occurrence for all letters; 

alphabet entropy averages for all letters; threshold 

for no-change:  = 20 ms 

56 [33] 
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AverAlphEn_B - 

AverAlphEn_AA  

*Lomb-Scargle PSD estimate 

 

The nonlinear entropy measures, such as SampEn, CCE, FuzzyApEn and others were included in the 

study as they were proposed to quantify the entropy rate of short- to mid-length HRV [65]. Other 

promising methods for short-term HRV analysis were also included, such as spatial filling index, 

central tendency measure, sequential trend analysis, recurrence plot, Lempel-Ziv complexity, Allan 

factor, multiscale asymmetry index, etc. Alphabet entropy (AlphEn), our recently introduced symbolic 

dynamics method that measures both qualitative and quantitative signal information for short-term 

HRV analysis was also included [33]. Although we acknowledge the role of gender, age, fitness and 

other anthropometric factors in diagnosis and prognosis of CHF [72], we opted not to consider them in 

the model, because such data may be unavailable, and because we wanted to model only the 

differences between healthy subjects and CHF patients within the heart rhythm itself. A total of 111 

HRV features were considered in this work. 

 

2.3  Feature selection and classifier methods 

Feature selection methods aim at finding and removing irrelevant HRV features, which are the features 

that do not contribute to the quality of the model. Also, some of these methods may also remove 

redundant features, which are the features that do not contribute to the model if some other features are 

included. Having a small number of relevant features significantly accelerates the required feature 

extraction, model construction, and may lead to more accurate results [23]. 

Feature selection methods that suppose feature independency or near-independency can be categorized 

into filter, wrapper, embedded, and hybrid approaches [31]. Filter methods select a subset of features 

without using a learning algorithm. Wrapper methods use a learning algorithm to evaluate the results 

produced by the selected features in classification. Embedded methods perform feature selection 

during the process of training, which is specific to the applied learning algorithm (e.g. random forest 
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algorithm uses an out-of-bag set to rank features). We do not consider embedded methods in this 

work. Hybrid methods exploit the advantages of filter and wrapper approaches by first using a filter 

approach to eliminate many irrelevant or redundant features and then running the slower wrapper 

method to obtain the final feature set [23].  

In our work, we employ four procedures that use filter, wrapper, and hybrid approaches on the 

extracted HRV features (Table 2) and comparatively analyze the resulting classification performance 

(NSR vs. CHF). We examine the filter measure called symmetrical uncertainty (SymUnc) [80], the 

wrapper method using Naive Bayes (NB) classifier [15], the hybrid method that uses SymUnc and 

NB, and lastly, the hybrid method that uses SymUnc, NB, and final iterative greedy feature set 

reduction. For classification of the reduced feature sets, we use the rotation forest [64], random forest 

[6], multilayer perceptron artificial neural network [21], radial kernel-based support vector machine 

[60], and k-nearest neighbors algorithms [48]. In continuation, we briefly describe these methods. 

More details can be found in corresponding literature. 

2.3.1  Filter: symmetrical uncertainty 

SymUnc is a filter method that ranks the quality of a feature using the expression [80]:  

)()(

)|()(
2

FHCH

FCHCH
SymUnc

+

−
=           (1), 

where C is the goal (class) variable, F is the evaluated feature, H(C) is Shannon’s entropy of the class 

variable, H(F) is Shannon’s entropy of the evaluated feature, and H(C | F) is conditional Shannon’s 

entropy of the class variable C given the feature F. SymUnc compensates for the information gain’s 

(H(C) - H(C | F)) bias toward features with more values and normalizes its values to the range [0,1], 

with the value 1 indicating that knowledge of the value of either feature completely predicts the value 

of the other and the value 0 indicating that feature and class variables are independent. The features 

are ranked in descending order of SymUnc. Classification accuracy is evaluated for the ranked feature 
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subsets with successive 10% decrease in the number of features retained in the set (starting from 

100%). 

We also tried other filter-based approaches: information gain, gain ratio, chi square, and OneRule [18]. 

However, SymUnc provided the best results in terms of classification accuracy of the selected subset 

of the first N ranked features. A filter method called uFilter, which is an improvement over Mann-

Whitney U-test for feature selection, was not inspected as it does not show clear superiority over 

information gain and other filters but may be considered in future work [56].   

2.3.2  Wrapper: Naive Bayes and 'best first' search 

Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm can be used as a fast approach for wrapper-based discovery of a subset of 

important features. NB is a specific type of Bayesian classifier that considers all predictor features 

independent of one another, given the target class [15]. Existence of highly-correlated attributes in a 

dataset can influence the learning process and reduce the number of successful predictions. 

Additionally, NB assumes normal distribution for predictor attributes. NB classifier outputs posterior 

probabilities as a result of the classification procedure. These probabilities are used to evaluate feature 

subsets that were used for learning the classifier. We used the 'best first' forward direction search 

strategy for obtaining the feature subsets. This strategy uses greedy hill climbing with backtracking 

capabilities. It starts from an empty feature subset and inspects how the addition of a feature to the set 

influences the output of the NB classifier. The feature that increases the accuracy of NB the most is 

kept in the selected set. When backtracking to a smaller set and examining all such paths through the 

feature set does not lead to better results, the search ends.  

2.3.3  Hybrid #1: symmetrical uncertainty filter and Naive Bayes wrapper 

A novel hybrid feature selection process, which we denote as Hybrid #1, is proposed that uses both the 

SymUnc filter and NB wrapper approach. First, SymUnc is used to retain the optimal number of 

features LOPT that does not reduce classification accuracy of the classifier. Then, on the reduced set, 

NB wrapper is used to further reduce the feature set to KNB < LOPT. In this way, the time needed for 
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using the wrapper on the set of all features is significantly shortened, while retaining the feature set 

with high accuracy selected by SymUnc. 

2.3.4  Hybrid #2: symmetrical uncertainty, Naive Bayes wrapper and final greedy search 

Hybrid #1 obtains a small set of features. While a further decrease in the number of features may lead 

to diminished accuracy, it may still be possible to reduce the set and retain high accuracy. The final 

reduction may be done in two ways: exhaustive and non-exhaustive [39]. Since it is not guaranteed 

that Hybrid #1 leads to a feature set small enough for exhaustive search, in which all feature subsets 

are examined, we propose a greedy search for the final reduction. As a criterion for the greedy search, 

the feature whose removal leads to the smallest drop (or perhaps a largest increase) in the classifier’s 

accuracy for the subject-level evaluation threshold of E = 50% (see Section 2.4) is selected for 

elimination. The procedure is iteratively repeated until a significant drop in accuracy with respect to 

the previous feature set is observed. Note that, in some cases, dropping even a single feature from 

Hybrid #1 set may result in weaker performance. This process, which we denote as Hybrid #2, leads to 

JGIE  KNB features. The Hybrid feature selection processes #1 and #2 are depicted in Fig. 1. 

2.3.5  Rotation forest 

Rotation forest (RTF) is a highly efficient and accurate decision tree ensemble classifier, like random 

forest [6], proposed by Rodriguez et al. [64]. In most applications, the C4.5 decision tree algorithm is 

used as the base learner. The algorithm focuses on presenting transformed data to the classifier by 

using a projection filter, most commonly, the principal component analysis (PCA) filter [37]. Let the 

number of base classifiers in rotation forest be K. In order to create the training set for each base 

classifier, the instances are first sampled using the bootstrap method. Next, the feature set is randomly 

split into M groups and PCA is applied to each group. All the eigenvectors are retained as new features 

in order to preserve the variance in the data. The idea why these M data transformations are performed 

is to encourage simultaneously the individual accuracy and the diversity of the classifiers within the 

ensemble. M is usually set to 3 but may be changed with mostly insignificant impact on the results. 
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Fig. 1  The Hybrid feature selection processes #1 and #2 proposed in this work 

 

Diversity is achieved through random splitting of the feature set, and accuracy is sought by retaining 

all the principal components. The only significant hyperparameter of rotation forest is the number of 

bootstrap iterations (i.e. the size of the decision forest) [37]. We varied the size of the forest in range 

{20, 50, 100, 200}. 

2.3.6 Radial kernel-based support vector machine 

Support vector machine (SVM) is a kernel-based machine learning family of methods that are used to 

accurately classify both linearly separable and linearly inseparable data. The basic idea, when the data 

are not linearly separable, is to transform them to a higher dimensional space by using a 

transformation kernel function. In this new space, the samples can usually be classified with higher 

accuracy. Many types of kernel functions have been developed, with the most used ones being 

polynomial and radial-basis. Sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm resolves quadratic 

programming optimization problem that arises when determining the maximum margin hyperplane of 

the support vector machines classifier [60]. This is a standard SVM learning algorithm. The algorithm 
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is parametric and deterministic. Two hyperparameters of the SVM classifier were varied: cost 

parameter C in range {1, 2, 5, 10, 20} and kernel exponent  in range {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.  

2.3.7 Random forest  

Random forest (RF) is an ensemble decision tree learner developed by Breiman [6]. Decision trees  

choose their splitting attributes (in our case, the extracted HRV features) from a random subset of k 

attributes at each internal node. The best split is taken among these randomly chosen attributes and the 

trees are built without pruning. Random forest avoids overfitting due to two sources of randomness - 

random attribute subset selection and bootstrap data sampling. Breiman has shown that if one 

constructs the forest consisting of a high-enough number of random trees, the overall classification 

error will be minimized, and the accuracy will reach a plateau [6]. The interpretation of the ensemble's 

results is, however, problematic due to the inability to extract useful rules out of the forest. RF is 

parametric with respect to the number of trees in the forest, but also a stochastic algorithm because of 

its two sources of randomness. Therefore, the algorithm must be run several times in order to obtain 

reliable estimates of mean value and variance of the evaluation measures. In our work, we report on 

the mean value of 5 algorithm runs. We varied the number of trees in the forest in range {20, 50, 100, 

200}.  

2.3.8 Multilayer perceptron artificial neural network 

A feed-forward multilayer perceptron artificial neural network (MLP) is comprised of an input layer, 

one or more hidden layers of artificial neurons and an output classification layer. The network learns 

by adapting the weights of the connections between the neurons of consecutive layers, e.g. see [21]. 

Artificial neural network is considered as a black box that gives classification predictions with no 

explanation as to how it works, excluding some very specifically designed networks. The main 

advantages of the use of MLP are the efficiency of the classifier and resistance to outliers. The 

hyperparameters used for training the MLP in Weka were varied: learning rate in range {0.4, 0.45, 

0.5} (for weights adaption) and momentum in range {0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3} (applied to weights). 1000 
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learning epochs were used, with the standard architecture of one hidden layer with the number of 

nodes equal to (no. of features + no. of classes) / 2.  

2.3.9 K-nearest neighbors 

K-nearest neighbors (k-NN) is the basic non-parametric instance-based learning method. The classifier 

has no training phase; it just stores the training set samples. In the test phase, the classifier assigns a 

class to an instance by determining the k instances that are the closest to it, with respect to Euclidean 

distance metric. A class is assigned as the most commonly occurring one among the k-nearest 

neighbors of the test instance. This procedure is repeated for all test set instances. The simple method 

is highly useful and usually quite accurate in practice, especially in the cases when there are many 

more instances than the number of attributes and in the presence of noise (for k > 1) [48]. In our work, 

we varied k in range {3, 5, 7}.  

 

2.4  Evaluation procedure details 

The classifiers are evaluated using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSOCV) in two variants. 

First, feature vector-level classification of segments is used. Here, the classifier is trained on all 

segments from all subjects, except on the segments from a single subject used for testing. The testing 

results are recorded, and the procedure is repeated so that all segments from all subjects are tested. The 

results from this fine-grained approach may be overly pessimistic, because here it is assumed that we 

do not have any data available on the new subject. This approach is different from the one proposed by 

Park and Kang [52], where the classifier was cross-validated on segments from only a single subject 

(personalized classifier). 

In the second evaluation scenario, which we call subject-level classification, we also train the classifier 

on all segments from all subjects except for the tested one. The difference is that, for the tested subject 

with N segments, we select an evaluation threshold E for classification (coarse-graining), which 

would identify the subject as having CHF. If NCHF / NTOT > E, where NCHF is the number of segments 
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classified as CHF, and NTOT is the total number of segments for the subject, then the subject is 

classified as CHF.  

Depending on the correct label for the segment (feature vector-level) or subject (subject-level), which 

is NSR or CHF, the classification is counted as true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive 

(FP), and false negative (FN). In order to be comparable with most of the other research in the field, 

we report on the classification accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SENS) and specificity (SPEC) of the 

constructed model, given as [20]: 

FNFPTNTP

TNTP
ACC

+++

+
=  

FNTP

TP
SENS

+
=               (2). 

FPTN

TN
SPEC

+
=  

Feature selection in our work starts either with SymUnc filter or NB wrapper. For application of both 

feature selection methods, we consider only the training sets, consisting of feature vectors from all 

subjects, except the one used for testing (LOSOCV). The number of such training sets equals the 

number of subjects, denoted as N. Note that SymUnc may obtain slightly different feature rankings for 

each training set. For the classifier evaluation on the N test sets (individual subjects), we take the first 

LOPT features, such that for all N feature set rankings obtained on the training sets, these LOPT features 

are most commonly the highest-ranking ones. Then, for Hybrid #1 method, NB is used on these LOPT 

features to obtain KNB features, see Fig. 1. When analyzing data with NB wrapper, the method may 

obtain N slightly different feature subsets (no ranking is done with NB). For the classifier evaluation, 

in this case, we select the average number M of features appearing in the N feature sets, and the most 

commonly appearing M features are included.  
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2.5  Software used for the analysis 

For records preprocessing and feature extraction, we use HRVFrame framework [30, 32], v2.17, 

which is openly available under LGPL v3.0 license. Feature selection and classification is performed 

using Weka platform [20], v3.8. The implementation of the novel feature selection method itself and 

the implementation of feature vector-level and subject-level classification are done in Python, relying 

on Weka's feature selection methods, classifiers and (in part) evaluation methods. 

 

3  Results 

In Table 3, we summarize the best results for the analyzed dataset in the case where no feature 

selection was performed and the classifiers were run on the set of all features, with the evaluation 

procedure specified in Section 2.4. For subject-level classification, the best achieved accuracy (ACC) 

of 89.8% is obtained by SVM for the evaluation threshold E = 50%, which is highlighted in the table. 

For feature vector-level classification, the best achieved accuracy (ACC) of 85.6% is obtained by RTF. 

The best results were obtained when considering: the rotation forest consisting of 50 trees, SVM  

 

Table 3  Dataset classification results using several classifiers (ACC/SENS/SPEC), %, no feature 

selection 

Classification RF RTF MLP  SVM k-NN 

Feature vector-level 

classification 
85.5/72.6/93.6 85.6/72.6/93.8 82.1/74.7/86.7 83.5/73.9/89.5 81.3/69.0/89.0 

Subject-level 

classification 
 

E = 10% 80.6/88.1/75.8 81.5/90.5/75.8 69.4/92.9/54.5 73.1/92.9/60.6 73.1/90.5/62.1 

E = 20% 86.1/83.3/87.9 87.0/85.7/87.9 78.7/85.7/74.2 81.5/88.1/77.3 81.5/83.3/90.3 

E = 30% 88.0/81.0/92.4 88.0/78.6/93.9 81.5/83.3/80.3 86.1/83.3/87.9 86.1/81.0/89.4 

E = 40% 85.2/69.0/95.5 88.0/73.8/97.0 85.2/78.6/89.4 89.8/83.3/93.9 86.1/78.6/90.9 

E = 50% 87.0/69.0/98.5 88.9/73.8/98.5 88.0/76.2/95.5 89.8/83.3/93.9 88.0/71.4/98.5 

E = 60% 87.0/69.0/98.5 87.0/66.7/100.0 88.0/73.8/97.0 88.0/71.4/98.5 86.1/64.3/100.0 

E = 70% 85.2/64.3/98.5 85.2/61.9/100.0 86.1/64.3/100.0 86.1/64.3/100.0 85.2/61.9/100.0 

E = 80% 84.3/59.5/100.0 83.3/57.1/100.0 84.3/59.5/100.0 82.4/54.8/100.0 75.9/38.1/100.0 

E = 90% 80.6/50.0/100.0 79.6/47.6/100.0 77.8/42.9/100.0 76.9/40.5/100.0 74.1/33.3/100.0 

E = 100% 76.9/40.5/100.0 75.9/38.1/100.0 67.6/16.7/100.0 72.2/28.6/100.0 67.6/16.7/100.0 
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having the cost parameter C = 10 and kernel exponent  = 0.3, random forest consisting of 50 trees, 

MLP with the learning rate = 0.45 and momentum = 0.2, and k = 3 for k-NN classifier. From Table 3, 

it can be seen that the best achieved accuracy for subject-level classification obtained for E = 50% or 

E = 60% differs by no more than 2% among the classifiers, but still, RTF and SVM achieve the 

overall best results. Note that the optimal SENS of more than 90% is gained for a low evaluation 

threshold of 10%. However, at the same threshold, SPEC is at its lowest value (from 55% to 76%, 

depending on the classifier), which means that about 1/2 to 1/4 subjects are wrongly classified as CHF, 

which is unacceptable in practice. On the other hand, the threshold of roughly 60−70% or more 

guaranties perfect SPEC, but at the same time, only roughly 2/3 of the subjects with CHF are correctly 

identified (SENS) in such a case. In Fig. 2a−2e, we present ROC curves (1 - SPEC on the x-axis vs 

SENS on the y-axis) [20] of different threshold levels (10−100%) for some of the variations in  

 

 

Fig. 2  ROC curves for variations in the classifiers’ hyperparameters. Ten points shown for each ROC 

curve represent different thresholds (from 10% − rightmost point to 100% − leftmost point) for 

subject-level LOSOCV classification  
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hyperparameters of the used classifiers. Note that not all the inspected hyperparameter variations are 

represented in Fig. 2, since this would diminish the readability of the figure. The presented results 

suggest that the variation in the hyperparameters of a classifier mostly leads to rather small differences 

in SENS and SPEC, especially in the mid-range of the threshold (around 50%). In the subsequent 

analyses of the feature selection methods, we used the hyperparameters that achieved the maximum 

ACC, as given earlier.  

Figs. 3 and 4 show the classification results for all classifiers for the symmetrical uncertainty filter, 

with respect to the number of features included in the dataset, for subject-level and feature vector-level 

classification, respectively. Generally, a decline in classification accuracy for subject-level 

classification is observed only when less than 40% of features are retained (except for random forest, 

where there is no significant decline compared to the starting ACC = 87.0%). For feature vector-level 

classification, the decline is mostly observed only when less than 30% of features are retained (except 

for RTF, where a decline is observed when less than 40% are retained). Note that the oscillations in 

accuracies for LOSOCV subject-level classification are higher than for feature vector-level 

classification, because the number of instances is smaller (108 subjects vs. 4082 segments). For  

 

 

Fig. 3  Classification accuracy (ACC) for the number of retained ranked features selected by 

symmetrical uncertainty method, subject-level LOSOCV based classification 
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Fig. 4  Classification accuracy (ACC) for the number of retained ranked features selected by 

symmetrical uncertainty method, feature vector-level LOSOCV based classification 

 

subject-level, misclassification of an individual subject leads to a roughly 1% decline in accuracy. 

From Figs. 3 and 4, we can conclude that, although all the methods perform relatively similar with 

respect to absolute accuracy, the results still favor RTF, SVM and RF compared to MLP and k-NN. 

Hence, for comparing the results of Hybrid #1 and Hybrid #2 proposed feature selection methods, we 

show only the results for the RTF, SVM, and RF classifiers. For conducting the proposed methods, we 

decided to hold 40% of features (LOPT = 44) as the optimal result for symmetrical uncertainty feature 

selection, for better comparison purposes among the classifiers (although we could have used a lower 

threshold for RF).  

Figs. 5–7 show comparative subject-level results for the four feature selection methods used in this 

work for RTF, SVM, and RF, respectively. Fig. 5 shows that, for RTF, Hybrid #2 improves the 

accuracy and sensitivity of Hybrid #1: ACC (Hybrid #1) = 88.9% vs. ACC (Hybrid #2) = 90.7%, 

SENS (Hybrid #1) = 73.8% vs. SENS (Hybrid #2) = 78.6%. Overall, Hybrid #2 model is comparable 

with NB wrapper model, but has only 4 features (18 for NB wrapper). 
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Fig. 5  Rotation forest classification results and the number of retained features (#Features) for the 

feature selection methods used in this work, LOSOCV subject-level classification 

 

 

Fig. 6  Support vector machine classification results and the number of retained features (#Features) 

for the feature selection methods used in this work, LOSOCV subject-level classification 

 

Fig. 6 shows that for SVM, Hybrid #2 retains and even improves the accuracy and sensitivity of 

Hybrid #1, while having a somewhat smaller specificity: ACC (Hybrid #1) = 87.0% vs. ACC (Hybrid 

#2) = 88.0%, SENS (Hybrid #1) = 73.8% vs. SENS (Hybrid #2) = 78.6%, SPEC (Hybrid #1) = 95.5%  
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Fig. 7  Random forest classification results and the number of retained features (#Features) for the 

feature selection methods used in this work, LOSOCV subject-level classification 

 

vs. SPEC (Hybrid #2) = 93.9%. Overall, the results of Hybrid #2 model are comparable with SymUnc 

and NB wrapper models, but Hybrid #2 has only 2 features (18 for NB wrapper and 44 for SymUnc). 

Fig. 7 shows that for RF, Hybrid #2 retains the accuracy, somewhat lowers sensitivity, and somewhat 

increases specificity of Hybrid #1: ACC (Hybrid #1) = 90.7% vs. ACC (Hybrid #2) = 90.7%, SENS 

(Hybrid #1) = 83,3% vs. SENS (Hybrid #2) = 78.6%, SPEC (Hybrid #1) = 95.5% vs. SPEC (Hybrid 

#2) = 98.5%. Overall, the results of Hybrid #2 model are better than SymUnc and comparable to NB 

wrapper models, but still, Hybrid #2 has only 4 features. 

Table 4 summarizes the feature vector-level results for all three classifiers. We can observe that for all 

three classifiers, the Hybrid #2 results are somewhat reduced compared to the other methods. This is 

expected, as the number of features is drastically reduced. Note that this reduction is on the order of 

1%, while Hybrid #2 method retains only four (or two) features. Table 4 also contains the best 

achieved results obtained during Hybrid #2 feature selection procedure (recursive feature elimination). 

All classifiers obtained the best results during Hybrid #2 that were better than most of the results for 

all the other feature selection methods, while retaining only six or seven features. 
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Table 4 Feature vector-level LOSOCV classification results for the feature selection methods used in this work, 

all three classifiers (ACC/SENS/SPEC), % 

Classifier SymUnc NB wrapper Hybrid #1 Hybrid #2 

Best results during 

Hybrid #2 / (best no. 

of features) 

RTF  85.9/74.8/92.7 85.8/74.3/93.0 85.4/74.4/92.2 84.7/74.3/91.2 86.3/76.0/92.7 / (6) 

SVM 83.5/72.5/90.4 85.4/72.5/93.6 83.8/71.8/91.3 82.1/73.8/87.3 84.0/70.9/92.2 / (7)  

RF 85.0/73.5/92.2 85.0/74.6/91.6 85.1/75.1/91.3 83.9/72.6/90.9 85.5/75.6/91.7 / (7) 

 

Figs. 8–10 depict in detail how the classification accuracy behaves when greedy iterative feature 

removal (Hybrid #2) is performed on the feature set obtained by Hybrid #1, for RTF, SVM, and RF, 

respectively. The set of 13 features obtained by Hybrid #1 procedure includes (in alphabetical order): 

AverAlphEn_L , AverAlphEn_Z, AlphEnVar, CVrr, DFA α2, HaarWavSD_sc8, HF, LF/HF, 

MaxAlphEn, Rate_B, Rate_E, Rate_U, and TINN. 

For RTF, depicted in Fig. 8, note that a significant drop in subject-level classification accuracy occurs 

only when three features are left in the feature set. Therefore, Hybrid #2 method stops at four selected 

features. If greedy iterative removal is continued, it eventually leads to the optimal feature for CHF  

 

 

Fig. 8  Detailed analysis of the Hybrid #2's greedy iterative feature removal procedure from Hybrid #1 

feature set, subject-level classification for RTF classifier 
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Fig. 9  Detailed analysis of the Hybrid #2's greedy iterative feature removal procedure from Hybrid #1 

feature set, subject-level classification for SVM classifier 

 

 

Fig. 10  Detailed analysis of the Hybrid #2's greedy iterative feature removal procedure from Hybrid 

#1 feature set, subject-level classification for RF classifier 

 

detection in this model, which is MaxAlphEn (maximum alphabet entropy). Using RTF model for 

only this single feature still results in a very good classification performance (ACC = 80.6%, SENS = 
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52.4%, SPEC = 98.5%), which means that MaxAlphEn feature alone accurately identifies more than a 

half of the CHF patients with great certainty when using RTF. For SVM, depicted in Fig. 9, the 

significant drop in accuracy occurs only at the last feature, which means that Hybrid #2 method stops 

at two selected featutes: Rate_U and LF/HF. Using SVM for only the single best feature, which is 

LF/HF, still results in very good classification performance (ACC = 78.7%, SENS = 73.8%, SPEC = 

81.8%). For RF, depicted in Fig. 10, the significant drop in accuracy occurs when three features are 

left in the feature set, which means that Hybrid #2 method stops at four selected features. Greedy 

iterative removal eventually leads to the optimal feature for automated CHF diagnosis in this model, 

which is LF/HF. Using RF model for only this single feature results in classification performance 

(ACC = 77.8%, SENS = 59.5%, SPEC = 89.4%). 

The Hybrid #2 model with the best four HRV features in the case of RTF includes: LF/HF, 

AlphEnVar, MaxAlphEn, and HaarWavSD_sc8. For the SVM, the best model includes Rate_U and 

LF/HF. Finally, for RF, the best model includes Rate_B, Rate_U, MaxAlphEn, and LF/HF. In Table 5, 

we present some statistical results for the identified best six features for NSR and CHF groups. It can 

be observed that all the features show differences between the two groups, yet any single feature is 

insufficiently accurate to clearly distinguish between the groups. 

 

Table 5  Statistics (first quartile/median /third quartile) for the resulting 6 best features obtained by RTF, SVM 

and RF methods, compared for NSR and CHF groups 

Group LF/HF AlphEnVar MaxAlphEn 
HaarWavS

D_sc8 

Rate_B Rate_U 

NSR 
2.221/3.783/

6.017 

0.157/0.236/

0.294 

2.493/2.726/

2.989 

0.074/0.118/

0.176 

0.034/0.048/

0.059 
0/0.006/0.018 

CHF 
0.359/0.834/

2.295 

0.037/0.124/

0.244 

2.278/2.611/

3.715 

0.026/0.046/

0.100 

0.006/0.023/

0.042 
0/0/0.002 
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4  Discussion 

In this section, a comparison with related work is presented in order to put the results of this work into 

current perspective, then some limitations of the current study are outlined, and finally, the obtained 

model is discussed. 

 

4.1  Comparison with related work 

In Table 6, an overview of scientific work related to short-term HRV-based automated discerning of 

CHF from healthy state is shown. Compared to the other studies, our study included the most records 

and considered features. The most methodologically similar study is the one by Pecchia et al. [53]. It 

considers removing the segments with less than 80% of normal beats and employs the same evaluation 

procedure for subject-level classification (see Section 2.4). However, the study does not report on the 

location of the analyzed segments in the record nor does it consider editing (interpolating, deleting or 

filtering) the remaining ectopic beats, which may result in overly optimistic results due to the 

influence of arrhythmias. Narin et al. [50] consider age and the total of 58 other linear and nonlinear 

features. By reducing the feature set down to 27 using backward feature elimination, they obtain 

results that are comparable to our study that uses only four or two features, although they use a 

somewhat smaller dataset (108 vs. 83). It is important to note than Narin et al. use only the first 

ectopy-free segment, which may not be representative enough to fully describe a subject's rhythm (we 

consider segments from two hours and interpolate occasional ectopic beats). The methodology of Isler 

and Kuntalp [26] includes having demographic information, as well as selecting a single random 5-

minute segment from each record, which can lead to unrepresentative results due to omission of a 

large quantity of important information from subjects. Liu et al. [40] achieved a perfect score on a 

smaller dataset (47 records in total). However, they do not report on the exact algorithm for removing 

ectopic beats, interpolation or faulty excerpt removal, which makes the results unreliable. Like the 

study of Isler and Kuntalp [26], the study of Isler et al. [27] used only a single 5-minute segment for 
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Table 6  Related work in short-term HRV analysis for discerning CHF from healthy state 

Author Dataset Features Classifier Preprocessing 

ACC | 

SENS | 

SPEC, 

% 

Pecchia et 

al. [53] 

NSR1 (54 

subjects), 

CHF1 (29 

subjects) 

Linear (9), 

nonstandard 

linear (2) for 

24h 

CART, 

(NSR vs. CHF) 

5-minute segments, unreported location 

in record, reported removal of segments 

if less than 80% of RR intervals in 

segment is from normal beats; 

exhaustive search for optimal feature 

subset 

92.8 | 

79.3 | 

100.0 

Narin et al. 

[50] 

NSR1 (54), 

CHF1 (29) 

Age, linear, 

nonlinear (59 

total)  

SVM (NSR vs. 

CHF) 

5-minute segments, from beginning of 

the record first ectopy-free segment, 

feature backward elimination (reduction 

from 59 to 27 features) 

91.6 | 

82.8 | 

96.3 

Isler and 

Kuntalp 

[26] 

NSR1 (54), 

CHF1 (29) 

 

Demographic, 

linear, 

Poincare plot, 

wavelet 

entropy (30 

total) 

k-NN (NSR vs. 

CHF) 

5-minute segments, arbitrary selection 

of a 5-min segment from each record, 

removal of ectopic beats, genetic 

algorithm search for optimal feature 

subset (reduction from 30 to 11 

features) 

96.4 | 

100.0 | 

94.7 

Liu et al. 

[40] 

NSR1 (30), 

CHF1 (17) 

Nonstandard 

linear and 

nonlinear (3)  

SVM (NSR vs. 

CHF) 

5-minute segments, from beginning of 

the record, no interpolation nor faulty 

segment removal reported 

100.0 | 

100.0 | 

100.0 

Isler et al. 

[27] 

NSR1 (54), 

CHF1 (29) 

Linear (41), 

nonlinear (17) 

Three-stage: 

perceptron first 

two stages, 

complex 

classifier in the 

final stage, 

RBF ANN best 

model 

5-minute segments, only the first 5-

minute segment from each record, 

deletion used for removing ectopic 

beats, feature selection based on t-test at 

5% threshold (reduction from 58 to 34 

features) 

98.8 | 

100.0 | 

98.1 

This study NSR1 (49), 

NSR2 (17), 

CHF1 (27), 

CHF2 (15) 

Linear, 

nonlinear 

(111 total) 

RTF, RF, SVM, 

(NSR vs. CHF) 

5-minute segments, 2h from the 

beginning of the records, removal of 

segments with less than 90% of normal 

beats, linear interpolation of ectopic 

beats, hybrid feature selection 

90.7 | 

78.6 | 

98.6 

(RF and 

RTF) 

 

classification between healthy subjects and CHF patients. A multi-stage classification scheme, 

consisting of simple perceptrons in the first two stages and a more complex classifier in the final stage 

achieved high accuracy of 98.8%. While the results seem promising, we consider that the following 

problems may have led to overly optimistic results: 1) selecting only a single segment from a record 

(this bias was avoided by Pecchia et al. [53] and in our study using LOSOCV classification), 2) using 
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deletion for removing ectopic beats, which is not the best way to handle ectopic beats [53], and 3) 

using a smaller set of records.  

It can be concluded that the main concern with all the studies are the data preprocessing methods. 

Most studies do not report on editing ectopic beats, which is not in accordance with medical guidelines 

[70] and other expert recommendations [54], and which may lead to optimistic results that may not be 

achievable in practice. Since CHF segments usually contain more ectopic beats than the segments 

from NSR subjects, it is much more likely to achieve perfect classification that is questionable in 

practice due to the existence of arrhythmias. We hold that our approach leads to a generalizable and 

efficient model for CHF diagnosis from short-term HRV that is more realistic in practice and that may 

be used to identify with certainty (high SPEC) many, but not all (moderately high SENS) CHF 

patients. We also note that our study is currently the only one that uses all four available NSR and 

CHF databases for short-term HRV analysis, and thus provides more accurate quantification of the 

problem due to the larger sample size. The influence of the two additional included databases on the 

results is significant, especially since CHF2 database contains records from severe heart failure 

patients, which were omitted by other studies. 

For comparison purposes, we also provide a selection of the best currently available studies for long-

term HRV-based discerning of CHF from healthy state in Table 7. The inspected studies mostly 

analyzed 24h of recordings, with some exceptions (e.g. Yu and Lee [79] analyzed only the first 4096 s 

of recordings). It should be noted that it is expected that long-term HRV-based automated detection of 

CHF can achieve much better classification results than the short-term detection, because long-term 

measurements include more information about the heart rhythm changes present in the circadian cycle, 

which is known to be affected in CHF [1, 34, 65]. From methodological standpoint, most long-term 

HRV studies seem to be better conducted than the short-term studies. Most of the studies included all 

four available NSR and CHF databases from PhysioNet, but still, most studies do not report any 

editing of ectopic beats (except for Yu and Lee [79]), while some studies (e.g. Chen et al. [7]) also do 

not report on removing the segments that contain many ectopic beats. Both deficiencies may lead to 
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Table 7  Studies in long-term HRV analysis for discerning CHF from healthy state 

Author Dataset Features Classifier Preprocessing 

ACC | 

SENS | 

SPEC, 

% 

Asyali [4] NSR1 (54 

subjects), 

CHF1 (29 

subjects) 

Linear time and 

frequency (9), 

Welch 

periodogram  

Linear 

discriminant 

analysis 

(NSR vs. 

CHF) 

24h segments, removal of records if 

less than 90% of RR intervals are from 

normal beats, no interpolation of 

ectopic beats reported, cubic 

interpolation for PSD Welch 

periodogram calculation 

93.2 | 

81.8 | 

98.1 

Mellilo et 

al. [45] 

NSR1 (53), 

NSR2 (18), 

CHF1 (26), 

CHF2 (13) 

Linear time and 

frequency 

domain (13), 

Welch and 

Lomb Scargle 

periodogram 

CART (NSR 

vs. CHF) 

24h segments, removal of records if 

less than 85% of RR intervals are from 

normal beats, no interpolation of 

ectopic beats reported, cubic 

interpolation for PSD Welch 

periodogram calculation, exhaustive 

search feature selection 

96.4 | 

89.7 | 

100.0 

Mellilo et 

al. [46] 

CHF1(11), 

CHF1 and 

CHF2(30) 

 

Linear time and 

frequency 

domain (13), 

Lomb Scargle 

periodogram 

CART (mild 

CHF vs severe 

CHF) 

24h segments, removal of records if 

less than 80% of RR intervals are from 

normal beats, no interpolation of 

ectopic beats reported, exhaustive 

search feature selection 

85.4 | 

93.3 | 

63.6 

Yu and 

Lee [79] 

NSR1 (54), 

CHF1 (29) 

Age and gender, 

linear time and 

frequency (16), 

bi-spectrum 

(32), total 50 

features  

RBF SVM 

(NSR vs. 

CHF) 

4096 s from beginning of the record,  

removal of ectopic beats and trends, 

genetic algorithm search for optimal 

feature subset (reduction from 50 to 

11−14 features, depending on the trial), 

no faulty segment removal reported 

98.8 | 

96.6| 

100.0 

Shahbazi 

and Asl 

[67] 

CHF1 (10), 

CHF2 (29) 

Linear time and 

frequency (14), 

FFT spectrum 

estimate, and 

nonlinear (11)  

k-NN (k=5) 

(mild CHF vs 

severe CHF) 

24h segments, removal of records if 

less than 80% of RR intervals are from 

normal beats, no interpolation of 

ectopic beats reported, 

GDA dimensionality reduction. 

100.0 | 

100.0 | 

100.0 

Chen et 

al. [7] 

NSR1 (54), 

NSR2 (18), 

CHF1 (29) 

CHF2 (15) 

Total of 180 

static and 

dynamic linear 

time and 

frequency, 

nonlinear 

features 

DT-SVM, 

4 classes: 

NSR, mild 

CHF, 

moderate 

CHF, severe 

CHF 

24h segments with 5-minute segments 

hybrid analysis, no interpolation nor 

faulty segment removal reported, RR 

intervals longer than 3 s discarded, 

backward elimination feature selection 

(reduction from 180 to 23 features) 

96.6 | 

N/A | 

N/A 

Mahajan 

et al. [41] 

69 NSR 

(NSR1 and 

NSR2), 38 

CHF (CHF1 

and CHF2) 

Probabilistic 

symbolic pattern 

recognition (8 

features), long 

scale AVNN, 

SDNN 

Random forest 24h segments, removal of records if 

less than 90% of RR intervals are from 

normal beats, no interpolation of 

ectopic beats reported, no feature 

selection 

 

98.1 | 

94.7 | 

100.0 
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to somewhat better results than that can be achieved in practice.  

Regarding the use of feature selection methods, we would like to point out that other researchers (as 

seen in Tables 6 and 7) used exhaustive search when the number of features was small (e.g. Pecchia et 

al. [53], Melillo et el. [45, 46]), genetic algorithm based wrapper approach (e.g. Isler and Kuntalp [26]: 

reduction from 30 to 11 features, Yu and Lee [79]: from 50 to 11−14 features, depending on the trial) 

and backward feature elimination wrapper (e.g. Narin et al. [50]: reduction from 59 to 27 features, 

Chen et al. [7]: reduction from 180 to 23 features). While most of the feature selection methods they 

used appear to be simpler than our approach, still, the resulting feature set is not small enough to allow 

adequate interpretation of the model, especially when exhaustive feature selection is not used. Hence, 

the advantage of our methodology compared to the other works also lies in obtaining only a small 

number of highly informative features that allow for physiological interpretation of the obtained 

models (see section 4.3).  

 

4.2  Limitations 

The study was conducted on a relatively small sample of CHF patients (42), although still larger than 

all the other studies shown in Table 6. The included sample is the maximum number of freely 

available patient records having CHF from the PhysioNet portal [16]. While there have been several 

studies and clinical trials that included more CHF patients (200 or more), all of them conducted with 

high quality 24h Holter ECG monitoring, the valuable datasets are currently not publicly available [19, 

38, 43], which prevents independent evaluations. Also, the limitation of the freely available datasets is 

the sampling rate of 128 Hz or 250 Hz, which constrains the temporal resolution of true R peak 

occurrence to within roughly 4 ms or 2 ms, respectively, from the detected one. While this was 

shown to be acceptable for normal subjects [8], it may introduce a bias in spectrum and in some 

nonlinear features, more so for patients with severe CHF, where HRV is usually diminished [8, 47]. 
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While the quantification of the bias is difficult, we note that LF/HF spectral feature was found to be 

significant in our study by all the used classifiers, regardless of the sampling rate limitations. 

 

4.3 Model interpretation and feature set 

The Hybrid #2 model for RTF includes four HRV features: LF/HF, AlphEnVar, MaxAlphEn, and 

HaarWavSD_sc8, SVM includes two HRV features: Rate_U and LF/HF, while RF includes four 

features: Rate_B, Rate_U, MaxAlphEn, and LF/HF. The significance of LF/HF ratio, established by 

all three classifiers, is unsurprising, as the power in the LF band can be influenced by vagal, 

sympathetic, and baroreflex mechanisms depending on the context, whereas HF power is produced by 

the efferent vagal activity due to respiratory activity [34, 66]. Vagal activity at least is clearly affected 

in CHF [14], thus enabling its discerning from NSR. Alphabet entropy features AlphEnVar and 

MaxAlphEn both reflect the way in which the time series changes in very short-term period, consisting 

of only four sequential RR intervals [33]. A selected threshold of alphabet entropy's no-change of only 

20 ms enables high sensitivity in measuring the increase or decrease in RR interval durations, while 

eliminating the problem of the low sampling frequencies. AlphEnVar is the variance of alphabet 

entropy series of the original series, hence showing that lower dispersion in sequential RR-interval 

changes is indicative of CHF (see Table 5). Sequential RR-interval changes are reduced in CHF 

(interval changes are usually within the 20 ms threshold), because CHF affected heart has more 

difficulty in adapting to the usual environmental changes than the healthy one. While reduced HRV 

complexity in CHF patients is well-established in some traditional HRV features, for example SDNN 

[49], here we have also shown that a very-short term complexity measures (i.e. AlphEnVar) also 

demonstrates the heart’s reduced dynamics in CHF, significantly differing from the healthy state. 

MaxAlphEn, on the other hand, measures the largest alphabet entropy of four sequential RR 

measurements among all alphabet entropies in a 5-minute segment. Here also, a higher maximum 

entropy indicates NSR (see Table 5), which is also in accordance with the observation that healthy 

heart shows larger dynamical complexity. Rate_B and Rate_U are also both alphabet entropy method 
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related features, but unlike AlphEnVar and MaxAlphEn, they are qualitative features in the sense that 

they measure the rate of occurrence of rhythm changes in a segment, which is determined using three 

levels: shortening (-), prolongation (+), and no-change of an RR interval [33]. The letter "B" in Rate_B 

represents the pattern "0 0 +" occurring in a segment, while letter "U" in Rate_U represents the pattern 

"+ + -". As we have previously shown in the study [33], letter "B" is typically encountered in NSR. 

Also, as we show here, letter "B" is more common for NSR than for CHF, indicating that RR-interval 

prolongation after no-change in rhythm is more common in healthy subjects compared to CHF 

patients. Normal RR-interval prolongation is usually linked to normal respiratory rhythm, which may 

be diminished in CHF, especially in severe heart failure. However, letter "U" was previously not 

shown to be typical for NSR or for any studied cardiac arrhythmia. As it can be seen from Table 5, 

letter "U" occurrence is still much more common in NSR than in CHF. The reason may be because the 

heart of a NSR subject can adjust more quickly to environmental changes than the heart of a CHF 

patient. Letter "U" pattern may also be present in respiratory sinus arrhythmia, which is clinically non-

significant if related to respiratory rhythm and is also more common in healthy subjects. Standard 

deviation of Haar Wavelet of RR-interval series is a generalization of the RMSSD measurement [71]. 

HaarWavSD_sc8 is measured at scale 8. The feature was already shown to be efficient in 

discriminating healthy subjects from CHF patients, albeit for long time series [71]. In this work, we 

also demonstrate that HaarWavSD_sc8 is generally lower for CHF group in short-term setting, which 

is also consistent with reduced dynamical complexity in CHF patients. 

All three classifiers use a black-box (or a complex function in the case of SVM) classification model. 

Hence, the exact ranges for the resulting features that constitute the optimal classification model 

cannot be visualized nor presented in the form of clear rules other than the statistics shown in Table 5. 

Clear rules can be achieved using individual C4.5 tree, but accuracy usually drops in this case 

compared to forests. However, the goal of the study was to test the accuracy limits of models for 

automatic detection of CHF from short-term HRV as well as to provide clear interpretation of the 

features used in the best models. 
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We note that some of the features given in Table 2 may be considered by some to be unwarranted for 

the analysis (e.g. multiscale sample entropy at larger scales or VLF, due to potentially insufficient 

number of RR intervals for an accurate estimate). However, as the goal of this work was to use 

machine learning methods to filter out irrelevant or redundant features, such features would be 

eliminated during the analysis. We contend that it cannot be expected from researchers to manually 

construct a perfect combination of features for a given problem, so at least some redundancy in the 

feature set can be expected. As we show in this work, a quite accurate classification may be achieved 

by using 40% of the entire feature set using a simple feature filtering procedure (i.e. symmetrical 

uncertainty), while more elaborate procedures (Hybrid #2) lead to an accurate combination with a 

drastic reduction to only four (or two) features (roughly 3.5-1.7% of the original feature set size). 

 

5  Conclusion 

An efficient hybrid feature selection algorithm (Hybrid #2) was proposed for automated CHF 

detection from short-term HRV segments. The method succeeded in either improving (for RTF and 

RF) or retaining (for SVM) the initial feature set accuracy as well as greatly reducing the feature set. 

The choice of the best features and the classification results are similar between the three classifiers, so 

the use of any of the three classifiers can be recommended. The obtained results suggest that this 

method may be used for first-hand screening for CHF. The method may complement the additional, 

more medically demanding tests (i.e. echocardiography, natriuretic peptides). Additionally, this 

approach may be beneficial for other similar medical problems, particularly in diagnosis or automated 

detection scenarios in biomedicine. The resulting model also confirms the usefulness of recently 

proposed alphabet entropy features in HRV analysis [33]. 

Future studies should focus on evaluating the obtained model on an even larger and higher quality 

dataset, when such a one becomes publicly available. Also, we plan to investigate the design of a 

medical expert system based on the obtained model that would support remote and portable diagnosis 
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of CHF, possibly via handheld devices [50]. Additionally, motivated by the related studies, we plan to 

investigate some features that may also be used for short-term HRV analysis (e.g. bispectral features 

[79], different wavelet functions entropies [26]), in hope of achieving even a slightly higher accuracy 

rate using the proposed methodology. Finally, since the currently proposed complex hybrid feature 

selection method was successful in obtaining very small and highly informative feature sets, future 

work may include comparison of the approach with other feature selection approaches on various 

biomedical datasets.  
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